Viability of Möbius topologies in [26]- and [28]hexaphyrins.
Recently, hexaphyrins have emerged as a promising class of π-conjugated molecules that display a range of interesting electronic, optical, and conformational properties, including the formation of stable Möbius aromatic systems. Besides the Möbius topology, hexaphyrins can adopt a variety of conformations with Hückel and twisted Hückel topologies, which can be interconverted under certain conditions. To determine the optimum conditions for viable Möbius topologies, the conformational preferences of [26]- and [28]hexaphyrins and the dynamic interconversion between the Möbius and Hückel topologies were investigated by density functional calculations. In the absence of meso substituents, [26]hexaphyrin prefers a planar dumbbell conformation, strongly aromatic and relatively strain free. The Möbius topology is highly improbable: the most stable tautomer is 33 kcal mol(-1) higher in energy than the global minimum. On the other hand, the Möbius conformer of [28]hexaphyrin is only 6.5 kcal mol(-1) higher in energy than the most stable dumbbell conformation. This marked difference is due to aromatic stabilization in the Möbius 4n electron macrocycle as opposed to antiaromatic destabilization in the 4n+2 electron system, as revealed by several energetic, magnetic, structural, and reactivity indices of aromaticity. For [28]hexaphyrins, the computed activation barrier for interconversion between the Möbius aromatic and Hückel antiaromatic conformers ranges from 7.2 to 10.2 kcal mol(-1), in very good agreement with the available experimental data. The conformation of the hexaphyrin macrocycle is strongly dependent on oxidation state and solvent, and this feature creates a promising platform for the development of molecular switches.